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About This Content

The Outworld-born Master of Kombat has always been sympathetic to Earthrealm’s plight. Thus he has spent his long life
training Earthrealm’s warriors for Mortal Kombat. Most notably, he trained the Shaolin Monks Kung Lao and Liu Kang. Now he

brings his mastery into the arena to prove his dominance against all opponents.
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Genre: Action
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NetherRealm Studios, High Voltage Software, QLOC
Franchise:
Mortal Kombat
Release Date: 4 Oct, 2016
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Minimum:

OS: 64-bit: Vista, Win 7, Win 8, Win 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-750, 2.67 GHz | AMD Phenom II X4 965, 3.4 GHz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 | AMD Radeon HD 5850

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 36 GB available space

English,French,Italian,Polish,Russian,German
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65\/100 lots of cast events to kill your hero and troops.. or press you back to retreat, which makes the playtime go up for no
reason. The developers couldn\u00b4t come up with anything original and used stupid mechanics to make the game challenging
and rob the fun.

(! Kingdom Rush (Steam) players get a 15% Steam discount !)

[Played on Normal Difficulty]
- grafics and sounds are quite good and fitting
- heroes have their own individual skills and are quite important
- don\u00b4t expect a real strategy game, more a simple mobile RTS port
- biggest problem of this game is the controls and response, which can accumulate very fast to losing battles
- the upgrade trees also seem unpolished
- last downer is heroes, it takes a lot of time to get more heroes unlocked
- be prepared to sink some time for leveling-up and to develop skills of your favourite hero
- also without the right upgrades and units it is nearly impossible to even beat the first planet *lol*
- game balance itself is between "nice run" and "unfair cpu advantage"
- be prepared for some serious grind -_-
- the game is not really challenging, just unfair mechanics. eg: last boss on first planet - LOL
- now it should be clear why there is no real strategic depth, rather a 3 button smash game ;(
- also be prepared that some noob game devs did a sloppy job -> feels like a Beta version

-> Honestly, too much headache and not worth 10\u20ac, unless you\u00b4re a die-hard fan..
Regarding how long it took the studio to finally get this out, I\u00b4m quite disappointed with such a measly product
Can\u00b4t be compared to the really excellent Kindom Rush games. She's dabbing on the card pack, nobody can tell me
otherwise. the game is good very good but there is only 4 stalls\/labs it would be great to add more drugs and make it so you
could make your own not breeds new drugs yes keep breeds but make it so you could make new drugs and make it so you can
buy low sell high and the gameplay is great barely any lag you do need to do micro your stuff and i wish that you can make
alliances with gangs and make puppet gangs,modify your gang outfits,buy buildings,go to the black market (do things like buy
guns or sell drugs or use bitcoin),have wether that can affect product and selling or buyers are less likely to buy your drugs in the
rain or snow and have bulkhead doors and seald storage,and if you snitch to cops you will not be bothered and have spys to buy
from then and have proof or you can help the gang and kill the cops to get payed and you can tell the cops and do nothing to get
the cops to not bother you and i love the game its great this is my review.. Good decent game. A bit short, but that's the genre's
plague.. This is an excellent 6dof, I think it surpasses Overload in many aspects, which is saying a lot. The minimap is great, the
music is great, the replayability is great, the design\/universe\/atmosphere is great. Just a fantastic game. Has a lot of potential
but the story mode is waaaay too short for $20
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Don't buy it, it's completely bugged, new buses are disco buses (are jumping when standing) and there is one place in map where
you hit not a visible thing on the road (only DLC buses). They shouldn't receive new money intake until they fix all bugs.
Furthermore, they are not serious about giving a new DLC when the previous one is still broken. I am going to take my money
back, because they don't deserve them.. I tried very hard to like this game, it looked fun and despite the problems others
experienced, I thought for 39 pence I couldnt go wrong. Well...
Firstly, the control system is *extremely* finicky, particularly the wall-running mechanic. Sometimes it would work okay, the
majority of the time my character randomly jumped and flipped around the screen like a dying flippy thing. I haven't even been
able to get past the very beginning of the game as a result. I'm not the worlds best gamer by any means, but I'd rather fail at a
game because I'm rubbish, not because it is broken.
Secondly, as has been pointed out before, due to some wierd clipping errors, enemies can shoot at you through 'solid' walls,
sometimes, and also wierdly, doors above or below your level open because they think you are near them. Again, being killed
because I'm rubbish I can live with. being killed because the game basically cheats, on the other hand...
  Graphics-wise, it's okay, nothing amazing, but they serve their purpose. I've seen worse. if I was able to get further into the
game I'd probably be able to comment better. However, I haven't experienced frame rate drops, and no crashed to desktopn
either and\/or freezes, so at least that's something.
On the plus side, the developers are at least trying to engage with the community in fixing the bugs, and acknowledge that it is
broken and are trying to fix it, which is better than some AAA companies I could mention. Unfortunately, the buggy, glitchy
mess I experienced isn't the sort of thing that can be fixed by patches. Nothing short of a total rebuild from the ground up would
resolve this. Which is a shame, as it has potential. Somewhere under there, there is a nice concept, but buried beneath the glitch
controls and other issues I have experienced, I really cannot recommend this. if you have 79p burning a hole in your wallet, buy
a chocolate bar, it will bring much more joy, and will probably last longer as well.. Major installations issues and pinged the anti
virus with (Trojan: Win32\/Peals.B!cl). Poorly optimised American style format \/ and the general display is horrible.. Wait. I
had KillerPokeGames come to my channel and I didn't even realize he was the developer~ FacePalm I absolutely love this game
and am tramautized by the Heart and Soul x2 mashup that incurred during one of my streams. I was able to get 2 members from
my Twitch community to outright buy this game because it's challenging, gets a good reaction from the player, and is well made.
i haven't made a stream review in a while, but i want to support this developer for sure now. This is a good vr game but after a
lot of tries I still haven't escaped... :(. To start; I really enjoy casual, puzzle, platform games. This one was visually pleasing,
great soundtrack, and didn't drastically vary on it's degree of difficulty. Not a particularly long game (few hours), but I honestly
prefer that; I finished this game satisfied, and not feeling that it was dragged out or too short. Lacking an interface and blatant
instructions adds to the simplicity and pleasantness of the experience. Figuring out for yourself what to do and how to do it is
the whole point of a great puzzle game and Unmechanical got it all right.
Being a cute little robot doesn't hurt it's cause either! : ]. Great game idea, but very poor execution... i enjoy this game so i rate it
10\/10. This is really fun and addicting it's fun and has a lot of replay value i don't have anything else to say it's just a simple fun
little indie game trying to do one simple thing and it does it really well! I hope to see more things like this in the future.. It is
free and it is fun for me...easy to play while doing other things or a bit distracted!
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